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ORDER TODAY! Use discount code MP19 to receive
20% OFF and FREE SHIPPING through 8/30/2020
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THE NEW VOICE IN EDUCATION PUBLISHING
Myers Education Press is a new academic press specializing in books, e-books and digital content in
the field of education. Working with many of the top names in the field, we present superb research
that advances the discipline at a time when it is under attack on many fronts.
Please browse this catalog to check out our award-winning books, whether you’re an educator, a librarian
adding value to your collection, or a professor looking for a great textbook for your classroom.

THESE TITLES HAVE
WON MAJOR AWARDS
By the Light of the Silvery Moon

Getting to Where We Meant to Be

Edited by Eleanor J. Blair

Patricia H. Hinchey and
Pamela J. Konkol

Blair crafts a comprehensive examination of
the complicated phenomenon of teachers’ work
outside their classrooms. Perfect for classes such
as all undergraduate and graduate Foundations
of Education courses; Introduction to Education;
History and Philosophy of Education; and Teacher Leadership.

How is it things in schools can go so very wrong?
The problem is that unspoken and misleading
assumptions result in disastrous consequences
for kids. A great classroom book for a variety of
courses in Foundations of Education; Education
Policies Studies; and many others.

(P) 9781975500177 / $39.95 • (EB) 9781975500191 / $39.95 • (C) 9781975500160 / $149.95

(P) 9781975500016 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975500030 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975500009 / $149.95

Let’s Chat: Cultivating Community University Dialogue

Indigeneity and
Decolonial Resistance

Teacher Moonlighting and the
Dark Side of Teachers’ Work

Working Toward the Educational World We Imagine/d

Suzanne SooHoo, Patricia Huerta,
Patty Perales Huerta-Meza,
Tim Bolin, Kevin J. Stockbridge

(P) 9781975500405 / $49.95 • (EB) 9781975500429 / $49.95 • (C) 9781975500399 / $89.95

Exploring Data Production in Motion

Researching Resistance

Teija Rantala

M. Francyne Huckaby

Fluidity and Feminist Poststructuralism

Edited by George J. Sefa Dei,
Cristina Jaimungal

It is imperative that educators employ
indigenous epistemologies that seek to
threaten, replace and reimagine colonial
thinking and practice. Indigeneity and
Decolonial Resistance argues for a more radical decolonial education
and practice.
(P) 9781975500054 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975500078 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975500047 / $149.95

Researching Resistance explores critical
qualitative research that engages the arts and
born-digital scholarship and it offers options
for understanding neoliberalism, revealing
its impact on communities, and resisting it as
ideology, practice, and law.

(P) 9781975501150 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975501174 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975501143 / $149.95

(P) 9781975500139 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975500153 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975500122 / $149.95

New Directions in
Theorizing Qualitative Research

Employing Critical Qualitative Inquiry
to Mount Nonviolent Resistance

Norman K. Denzin and James Salvo

Contributions by M. Francyne Huckaby,
Janet L. Miller, Valerie Kinloch

Indigenous Research

New Directions in Theorizing Qualitative
Research: Indigenous Research takes
Indigenous research as its focus, emphasizing how Indigenous ways of knowing
challenge Western epistemologies.
(P) 9781975501730 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975501754 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975501723 / $149.95

The New Henry Giroux Reader

Breaking Free

Henry A. Giroux

Peter McLaren

The Role of the Public Intellectual in a Time of Tyranny

Edited and Introduced by

Jennifer A. Sandlin
and Jake Burdick
With a Foreword by
Antonia Darder

The New Henry Giroux
Reader presents Henry
Giroux’s evolving body
of work, including his writing and research as
a public intellectual. The book can be used
in a wide variety of courses in education, as
well as in politics and social justice.
“Giroux has never been fooled or scared
to make the connections that explain
power and the injustice inflicted on the most
vulnerable.”
— Bettina L. Love
Associate Professor, University of Georgia
(P) 9781975500757 / $49.95
(EB) 9781975500771 / $49.95
(C) 9781975500740 / $169.95
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The Life and Times of Peter McLaren, Radical Educator

Illustrated by
Miles Wilson
This book chronicles
Peter’s cross-country
climb up the educational ladder as a teacher
steeped in the school
system, his encounters
with various key players in history—from
the Black Panthers to Timothy Leary, and
everything else in between, to his current
position as a Distinguished Professor.
“ZAP! POW! KABOOM! Here is a life story
destined to be made into a comic book—
the only medium wide and weird enough to
capture the…creative force that is
Peter McLaren.”
— Bill Ayers,
author, To Teach: The Journey, in Comics
(P) 9781975501693 / $29.95
(EB) 9781975501716 / $29.95
(C) 9781975501686 / $99.95

Philanthropy, Hidden Strategy,
and Collective Resistance
A Primer for Concerned Educators

Kathleen deMarrais,
T. Jameson Brewer,
Brigette Herron,
Jamie C. Atkinson,
and Jamie B. Lewis

The work of a small
group of conservative
philanthropists in the
last 50 years is evident
today in the political and cultural divisions in
society. This book provides a depth of
knowledge of philanthropic funding as well
as specific strategies to incite collective
resistance to this environment. (2019
AESA CCBA winner) “Philanthropy,
Hidden Strategy, and Collective Resistance
makes a timely and critical contribution to
conversations surrounding the impact of
philanthropy on US education.”
— Amy Stich, Assistant Professor of
Higher Education, University of Georgia
(P) 9781975500719 / $42.95
(EB) 9781975500733 / $42.95
(C) 9781975500702 / $149.95

Order online at www.myersedpress.com or call 800-232-0223

Yvonna S. Lincoln, Gaile S. Cannella

This volume engages researchers with the
notion of critical qualitative inquiry (CQI) as a
direct practice of resistance. It is perfect for
courses such as: Qualitative Research; Curriculum Studies; Women and Gender Studies;
and many others.
(P) 9781975500443 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975500467 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975500436 / $149.95

New Directions in
Theorizing Qualitative Research

Making Research Public
in Troubled Times

Norman K. Denzin and James Salvo

Edited by M. Francyne Huckaby

New Directions in Theorizing Qualitative
Research: The Arts takes arts-based research
as its focus, emphasizing how these can be
used to foster social justice.
(P) 9781975501778 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975501792 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975501761 / $149.95

Ethical Decision-Making

Cases in Organization and Leadership

Edited by Patricia A. Mitchell

Important New Titles from Top Scholars

Public Education After Neoliberalism

Exploring Data Production in Motion facilitates
the use of feminist critical qualitative methodologies. It contributes to recognizing differences
within while examining minority worldviews
and perceiving difference as essential forces in
striving for sustainable ethics.

The Arts

Alternatives to Colonial Thinking and Practice

This truly unique coffee table textbook
presents a collection of community stories, concepts and analyses that highlight the journey of border crossings
between two co-existing neighbors: a
non-profit community organization and
a university. It is perfect for many community-based courses.

The Best Titles from Our Various Qualitative Inquiry Series

This text provides a unique collection of
case studies across a wide range of
organizations and examines ethical
decision-making and organizational and leadership behavioral concepts that are practiced
in these organizations.
(P) 9781975500832 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975500856 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975500825 / $149.95

Pedagogy, Activism, and Critical Obligations

This book recognizes the importance of
diverse pedagogies, activism, and ethical
choices regarding an environment that supports
critical research in oppressive times.
(P) 9781975500283 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975500306 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975500276 / $149.95

California Foundations of Education
Educational Development within
a Diverse Social History

Jana Noel

This volume provides a clear, competent,
well-organized history of schooling and education in California, with particular attention to
the evolution of politics and policies that have
shaped and re-shaped formal public education
throughout the state’s history.
(P) 9781975502171 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975502195 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975502164 / $149.95

Look to Us for the Perfect
Textbook for your Classroom
Your students are stressing about
the high cost of textbooks.
MEP offers high quality, reasonably priced
paperback books and e-books,
which are distributed through
virtually every digital platform, to help.
You can request an examination copy
of any book in this catalog.
Photo by Nathan Dumlao on Unsplash

Order online at www.myersedpress.com or call 800-232-0223
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Great Titles in Black and African American Education
African Americans in Higher Education

Black Immigrants in North America

This book seeks to critically examine African
Americans in higher education with an emphasis on social and philosophical foundations of
Africana culture. It is required reading in a wide
range of African American Studies courses.

Theoretically and empirically grounded, this
book is a documentation of the process of
becoming Black. This, in turn, leads to a
deeper understanding of what it means to
encounter that social imaginary of, “Oh, they
all look like Blacks to me!”

(P) 9781975502058 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975502072 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975502041 / $149.95

(P) 9781975501976 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975501990 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975501969 / $149.95

Cartographies of Blackness
and Black Indigeneities

Womanish Black Girls

A Critical Study of Social and
Philosophical Foundations of Africana Culture
Edited by James L. Conyers,
Crystal L. Edwards, and Kevin B. Thompson

Essays on Race, Immigration, Identity, Language,
Hip-Hop, Pedagogy, and the Politics of Becoming Black
Awad Ibrahim

Women Resisting the Contradictions
of Silence and Voice
Dianne Smith, Loyce Caruthers,
and Shaunda Fowler with Foreword by Joy James

Edited by George J. Sefa Dei,
Ezinwanne Odozor, and Andrea Vásquez Jiménez

Cartographies of Blackness and
Black Indigeneities is a call to celebrate
Blackness in all its complexities,
including race, ethnicity, class, gender,
sexuality, (dis)ability, spiritualities,
and geographies.

Discusses the notion of womanish black girls/
women resisting the familial and communal
expectations of being seen, rather than heard,
as well as additional themes, to create an
understanding of resistance, claiming voice,
and healing. (2019 AESA CCBA winner)

(P) 9781975501075 / $45.95 • (EB) 9781975501099 / $45.95 • (C) 9781975501068 / $159.95

(P) 9781975500917 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975500931 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975500900 / $149.95

A Paradise to Regain

Indigeneity and
Decolonial Resistance

Post-Obama Insights from Women Educators
of the Black Diaspora
Edited by Immaculée Harushimana,
Mary Alfred, and R. Deborah Davis

Alternatives to Colonial Thinking and Practice
Edited by George J. Sefa Dei and Cristina Jaimungal

It is imperative that educators employ
indigenous epistemologies that seek to
threaten, replace and reimagine colonial
thinking and practice. Indigeneity and
Decolonial Resistance argues for a more
radical decolonial education and practice.

A Paradise to Regain seeks to avert the
likelihood of erasure of President Barack
Obama’s legacy of hope and possibility that
every child, regardless of race, faith, and
gender affiliation, can dream big and live to
see his/her dream turn into reality.
(P) 9781975501112 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975501136 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975501105 / $149.95

(P) 9781975500054 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975500078 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975500047 / $149.95

Introducing Critical
Childhood Perspectives

“It’s Not Education that Scares Me,
It’s the Educators . . .”

Reconceptualist Thought, Diversity,
and Social Justice Expectations
Edited by Ashley Lauren Sullivan
and Gaile S. Cannella

Is there Still Hope for Democracy in Education,
and Education for Democracy?
Paul R. Carr and Gina Thésée

Some scholars in early childhood education
have engaged in work that challenges universal
constructions of “child” by engaging in reconceptualist/critical research. It works well in a variety of early years
classrooms.
(P) 9781975500870 / $49.95 • (EB) 9781975500894 / $49.95 • (C) 9781975500863 / $149.95

(P) 9781975501433 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975501457 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975501426 / $149.95

Nurture, Care, Respect and Trust

Writing in Online Courses

The Activist Academic

Answers how to respect
children’s rights in K-12
schools, community centers, summer camps, and
colleges; how to create
an atmosphere of trust
and safety, and provide
social-emotional learning in the classroom;
how to become genuine child advocate; and
how to support growing child agency.

For scholars interested
in the intersection
of writing and online
instruction, Writing in
Online Courses: How
the Online Environment
Shapes Writing and
Practice examines both the theoretical and
practical implications of writing in online
courses.

Following the journey
of two academics, this
book offers stories,
frameworks and
methods for how
scholars can marry
their academic selves
with their activist
commitments to justice, while navigating
the lived realities of raising families and
navigating office politics.

(P) 9781975501310 / $42.95
(EB) 9781975501330 / $42.95
(C) 9781975501303 / $149.95

(P) 9781975500092 / $42.95
(EB) 9781975500115 / $42.95
(C) 9781975500085 / $99.95

(P) 9781975501396 / $42.95
(EB) 9781975501419 / $42.95
(C) 9781975501389 / $149.95

Transformative Pedagogy
Inspired by Janusz Korczak
Edited by
Tatyana Tsyrlina-Spady
and Peter C. Renn
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This book presents a vision for transformative
education and EfD, seeking to cultivate,
stimulate and support political and media
literacy, critical engagement and a
re-conceptualization of what education is.

Myers Education Press

How the Online Environment
Shapes Writing Practices
Edited by
Phoebe Jackson
and Christopher Weaver

Engaged Scholarship for Resistance,
Hope and Social Change
Colette N. Cann
and Eric J. DeMeulenaere

Order online at www.myersedpress.com or call 800-232-0223

Important Books in Improvement Science

Improvement Science is gaining recognition as a signature methodology and core subject area of
inquiry in the field of educational leadership. It is becoming a preferred methodology for developing
doctoral candidates’ skills in organizational improvement.
The Educational Leader’s Guide to Improvement Science
Data, Design and Cases for Reflection
Robert Crow, Brandi Nicole Hinnant-Crawford, and Dean T. Spaulding

The Educational Leader’s Guide to Improvement Science: Data, Design and Cases for Reflection illustrates applied
organizational problem-solving using methods of improvement science in educational leadership. This text concentrates
on the elements faculty, students, and administrators need: specific models where improvement science frameworks
enhance the reliability and validity of improvement or quality enhancement efforts.
Perfect for courses such as: Introduction to Improvement Science, Seminar/Practicum in Educational Leadership, Introduction to Program
Evaluation, Educational Research for Administrators, Action Research for School Practitioners, Educational Research, School Improvement,
and Teacher Leadership.
(P) 9781975500955 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975500979 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975500948 / $149.95

IMPROVEMENT SCIENCE IN EDUCATION AND BEYOND
FORTHCOMING IN THIS SERIES:

Improvement Science: A Primer
By Robert Crow, Brandi Nicole Hinnant-Crawford, and Dean T. Spaulding (April 2020)
Improvement Science Methods for Researchers and Program Evaluators
By Robert Crow, Brandi Nicole Hinnant-Crawford, and Dean T. Spaulding (April 2020)
Improving Together: Case Studies of Networked Improvement Communities
By Robert Crow, Brandi Nicole Hinnant-Crawford, and Dean T. Spaulding (May 2020)
The Improvement Science Dissertation in Practice:
A Guide for Students, Faculty, Committee Members, and Education Leaders
By Jill Alexa Perry, Robert Crow, and Debby Zambo (June 2020)
Teaching Improvement Science: A Pedagogical Guide
By Robert Crow, Brandi Nicole Hinnant-Crawford, and Dean T. Spaulding (October 2020)
Improvement Science in the Multidisciplinary Arena
By Robert Crow, Brandi Nicole Hinnant-Crawford, and Dean T. Spaulding (January 2021)

Culture and Society in Higher Education Series
A book series that analyzes the role of higher education as an incubator, transmitter, and transformer of
culture. While examining the larger social, economic, and political connections that shape the academy,
it seeks to revivify American colleges and universities and to re-explore their core purposes.
Supporting Fraternities and
Sororities in the Contemporary Era

Foundations, Research, and Assessment
of Fraternities and Sororities

Supporting Fraternities and Sororities
seeks to do exactly as the title implies:
to inform all stakeholders so that they can
make better decisions about the future of
these institutions.

The co-editors curate contributions from
scholars and noteworthy practitioners from
across higher education to examine a variety
of issues relating to the past and future
construct of these institutions.

(P) 9781975502683 / $45.95 • (EB) 9781975502706 / $45.95 • (C) 9781975502676 / $179.95

(P) 9781975502652 / $45.95 • (EB) 9781975502669 / $45.95 • (C) 9781975502638 / $179.95

Advancements in Practice
Edited by Pietro Sasso, J. Patrick Biddix,
and Mónica Lee Miranda

Retrospective and Future Considerations
Edited by Pietro Sasso, J. Patrick Biddix, and
Mónica Lee Miranda

Generally Speaking

The Impact of General Education on
Student Learning in the 21st Century
Edited by Madeline J. Smith
and Kristen L. Tarantino

Student Activism in the Academy

Its Struggles and Promise
Edited by Joseph L. DeVitis and Pietro A. Sasso

Generally Speaking surveys the history of
general education in the United States and
looks at the topic from a variety of viewpoints,
while discussing the keys to maintaining the
relevancy of this curriculum throughout the
21st century and beyond.

This book is a wide-ranging, provocative
survey of student activism in America’s
colleges and universities that critically
analyzes the contentious problems and
progress of a movement that has stirred
public reaction in and out of academe.

(P) 9781975501235 / $55.95 • (EB) 9781975501259 / $55.95 • (C) 9781975501228 / $149.95

(P) 9781975500368 / $55.95 • (EB) 9781975500382 / $55.95 • (C) 9781975500351 / $179.95

Order online at www.myersedpress.com or call 800-232-0223
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Important New Books in Education
The Last Ten Days –

Opting Out

A Loving Memoir of Richard A. Brosio, Ph.D
Martha Risberg Brosio
With Shelley Burbank

The Story of the Parents’ Grassroots Movement
to Achieve Whole-Child Public Schools
David Hursh, Jeanette Deutermann,
Lisa Rudley, Zhe Chen, Sarah McGinnis

The Last Ten Days: Academia, Dementia, and
the Choice to Die is a heartrending memoir
of love, scholarship, dignity, courage, and the
choices one is forced to make when given the
devastating diagnosis of a terminal illness.

The rise of high-stakes testing has narrowed and
simplified what is taught, while becoming central
to the effort to privatize public schools. In Opting
Out, two parent leaders of the opt-out movement
tell why and how they became activists.

(P) 9781975501815 / $19.95 • (EB) 9781975501839 / $16.95 • (C) 9781975501808 / $49.95

(P) 9781975501501 / $39.95 • (EB) 9781975501525 / $39.95 • (C) 9781975501495 / $149.95

A Cross-Cultural Consideration of
Teacher Leaders’ Narratives of Power,
Agency and School Culture

Bridges not Blockades

Academia, Dementia, and the Choice to Die

The Academy for Educational Studies Series
The Academy for Educational Studies focuses serious attention on the often-missed nexus
of educational theory and educational practice.
Making Sense of Race in Education

A Case for Kindness

Jessica A. Heybach
and Sheron Fraser-Burgess

Steve Broidy

Practices for Change in Difficult Times

A New Look at the Teaching Ethic

This book provides detailed analyses of
curriculum, instruction, practices and pedagogical strategies for addressing race while at the
same time wrestling with theoretical conceptions of race, justice, and fairness.

“Simple acts of kindness” are not so simple.
Broidy argues both for the complexity of
kindness in action, and for the value of an
approach to teachers’ relationship
with their students and other clients that is
rooted in a “sensibility of kindness.”

Transcending University Politics
Edited by Gayle Maddox and Martha Diede

(P) 9781975501891 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975501914 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975501884 / $149.95

(P) 9781975502010 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975502034 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975502003 / $149.95

Why Kids Love (and Hate) School

Why Kids Love (and Hate) School

This new and exciting book presents groundbreaking work that expands discussions of
teachers’ work to highlight the struggles of a
profession in three different countries: England, Jamaica and the
United States.

Demonstrates that faculty and staff at
colleges and universities need to embrace
commonalities to meet the challenges of
higher education throughout the 21st century.
Essays cover ways in which faculty, staff, and
administrators have moved from differences to
commitment to shared goals to tackle new and existing challenges
and opportunities.

Edited by Steven P. Jones
and Eric C. Sheffield
Foreword by Laura Ruth Johnson

Edited by Steven P. Jones
and Eric C. Sheffield

(P) 9781975501587 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975501600 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975501570 / $149.95

(P) 9781975501195 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975501211 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975501181 / $149.95

England, Jamaica and the United States
Eleanor J. Blair, Carmel Roofe
and Susan Timmins

The Myers Education Press Timely Classics in Education Series

This series offers readers the opportunity to return to the original works of giants whose influence
on education have persisted through the years. Critical introductions to each work offer information
on the context of the original work as well as insights into current relevance.
Pragmatism – A New Name for Some
Old Ways of Thinking by William James

The Souls of Black Folk
by W.E.B. Du Bois

Perfect for courses in: Philosophy of Education
(Graduate Level); American Philosophy
(Graduate and Upper-Level Undergraduate);
American Studies; Special topics class on
William James or Pragmatism; Sociology of
Education (Graduate Level); Religious Studies.

Perfect for courses in: Social Foundations of
Education; Political and Social Foundations of
Education; Foundations of American Education;
Foundations of Education; Introduction to
Education Theory and Policy; Philosophy and
Education; History of American Education; and
African American Education.

With a Critical Introduction by Patricia H. Hinchey

With a Critical Introduction by Eric C. Sheffield

(P) 9781975501617 / $14.95 • (EB) 9781975501624 / $14.95

Reflections on Difference

Reflections on Practice

This collection consists of theoretical discussions, personal reflections, research reports, and
policy suggestions sourced in the experiences
of our most vulnerable students with an eye to
making schools places all students might love rather than hate.

This book investigates a variety of topics,
such as building effective school cultures,
the “struggle” students encounter in learning,
practices of other countries that help
students love school, testing practices that
cause students to hate school and much more.

(P) 9781975500672 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975500696 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975500665 / $149.95

(P) 9781975500993 / $42.95 • (EB) 9781975501013 / $42.95 • (C) 9781975500986 / $149.95

Examination Copy Requests
All paperbacks and e-books are available on 90-day approval to teachers wishing to evaluate them
for course use. Paperbacks are invoiced on 90-day approval. The invoice is canceled if you return
the book or provide proof of adoption within 90 days OR you may keep the book for personal use by
paying the invoice. Access the request form online at https://myersedpress.presswarehouse.com/
how-to/request-exam-copy
You may order an E-Examination Copy of any Myers Education Press title for which an E-book edition
is available. The advantages to ordering E-Exam copies are:

(P) 9781975500634 / $14.95 • (EB) 9781975500658 / $14.95

Moral Principles in Education and
My Pedagogic Creed by John Dewey

Democracy and Education
by John Dewey

Perfect for courses such as: Philosophy of
Education; Teaching Methods; Principles of
Teaching and Learning; Education Policy;
Education Leadership; Education Foundations;
Curriculum Theory and History; Curriculum
Design; The Philosophy of John Dewey; and
School Change/Reform.

Perfect for courses in: Social Foundations of
Education; Political and Social Foundations of
Education; Foundations of American Education;
Foundations of Education; Introduction to
Education Theory and Policy; Philosophy and
Education; History of American Education; and
The Philosophy of John Dewey.

(P) 9781975501464 / $14.95 • (EB) 9781975501488 / $14.95

(P) 9781975500207 / $14.95 • (EB) 9781975500221 / $14.95

With a Critical Introduction by Patricia H. Hinchey

With a Critical Introduction by Patricia H. Hinchey

COMING SUMMER 2020
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Silencing Ivan Illich Revisited:
A Foucauldian Analysis of Intellectual Exclusion
By David Gabbard

Exploring Deleuze’s Philosophy of Difference:
Applications for Critical Qualitative Research
By David Bright

Changing Academia Forever: Black Student Leaders
Analyze the Movement They Led
By Kitty Kelly Epstein and Bernard Stringer

New Directions In Theorizing Qualitative Research:
Performance as Resistance
Edited by Norman Denzin and James Salvo

Acts of Resistance: Subversive Teaching in
the English Language Arts Classroom
By Jeanne Dyches, Brandon Sams, and Ashley Boyd

New Directions In Theorizing Qualitative Research:
Theory as Resistance
Edited by Norman Denzin and James Salvo

Myers Education Press

Order online at www.myersedpress.com or call 800-232-0223

• E-Exam copies are not billed, saving you and us from bothersome administration
• The process is environmentally friendly, saving paper and shipping

ORDER TODAY!
Use discount code
www.myersedpress.com

TO ORDER:

www.myersedpress.com
Or call Customer Service at

1-800-232-0223

MP19

to receive
20% OFF and
FREE SHIPPING
through 8/30/2020

Order online at www.myersedpress.com or call 800-232-0223
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Email: publisher@myersedpress.com

1-800-232-0223

Order online at www.myersedpress.com or
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THE AWARD-WINNING
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